
Headboard Kit Includes:
- 2 Inner Headboard Brackets 
- 2 Outer Headboard Brackets
- 2 Small Screws (For Inner Headboard Bracket)

- 2 Large Screws (For Outer Headboard Bracket)

- 2 Small Washers (For Inner Headboard Bracket)

- 2 Large Washers (For Outer Headboard Bracket)

Hardware to attach headboard to brackets is not included.

Instructions

1.) Remove your mattress and retainer bar from the adjustable base. Flip the 
adjustable base upside down.

2.) Locate the round panels on the underside of the bed. One will be empty and 
one will have a leg attached (shown in Step 2: Figure A). 

3.) Place the inner headboard bracket on top of the first round panel. The leg 
should remain in the second round panel (Step 2: Figure A). 

4.) Align the long open slot of the inner headboard bracket with the screw hole 
of the round panel. Secure the inner headboard bracket to the first round panel 
with a small screw and small washer. Repeat on other side. 

The inner headboard bracket can be adjusted for optimal distance between the 
headboard and your adjustable bed. We recommend leaving a distance of 1.5” to 
2” between the bed base and the headboard bracket.

3.) When both inner headboard brackets are installed, flip bed over to the upright 
position. The brackets should appear as they do in Step 3: Figure A.

4.) Use the wireless remote to elevate the head of the bed so the frame of the 
adjustable bed and inner headboard bracket are reachable.

5.) Attach the outer headboard bracket to the inner headboard bracket by using 
one screw and one washer (Step 5: Figure A). The width of the outer headboard 
bracket should align to the width of your headboard. Repeat on the other side.

7). Attach your headboard onto the vertical section of the outer headboard 
brackets by using a bolt, nut, and washer (hardware should be included 
with your headboard and is not included with the adjustable bed).  

The slots of the vertical end of the outer headboard brackets should align 
with the slots on the leg of your headboard. If the slots are not aligning, you 
can adjust the width by unscrewing the outer headboard bracket to realign 
with your headboard’s slots. 
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